Thursday 25th of February 2016

Term 1 Week 5 – Sentence Writing (Wednesday)

Learning Goals:
* I can use my imagination to describe a character from my head
* I can use basic punctuation including capital letters and full stops

Think of a monster in your head and write a description about it. Make it interesting for the reader and ensure you grab the reader’s attention in the first sentence.

When I was in bed (what?) watching TV, I suddenly heard a noise (comment) coming from the bathroom down stairs. So I went to see what it was. It was in the toilet. It was brown and if it had bright eyes. They were green and blurq blue. Its nails were pink and black. It had fangs on its chin and really pointy TEETH. I was terrified. I went in (by) bed and put the blanket over me. But that was all a dream.

Success
- descriptive language

Future Direction
- don’t end writing with a dream